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Welcome to our Webinar on Accessing DISER.My Name is Andrew Frank-Wilson, I am an epidemiologist and scientist with the Diabetes Obesity & Nutrition Strategic Clinical Network. Today I will be sharing with you some information on  DISER, and most importantly, how prospective users of this infrastructure can access it for their own research and quality improvement projects.
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The goal of this  is to provide you with the information necessary to understand DISER and how to initiate your own project leveraging this infrastructure. There are four key takeaways for today’s webinar. First, what exactly is DISER? Second, how might it be useful to you? Third, how do you access it for your research? And Lastly, how can it be accessed for health system quality improvement initiatives.
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Let’s get started. DISER stands for, the diabetes infrastructure for surveillance, evaluation, and research.  The design of DISER arose from the culmination of a number of diabetes related initiatives within Alberta over several years.
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DISER combines records from several clinical and administrative healthcare 
databases. For each patient, DISER includes demographics, vital statistics, 
migration, prescription drugs, lab results, medical visits, emergency 
department use, and hospitalizations.
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1. DISER uses case definitions for diabetes to identify and combine relevant records from multiple clinical areas into a series of tables.2. The infrastructure or “I” in DISER is the code that processes and combines these data, all of which are housed in tables within the Alberta Health Services Data Repository for Reporting (AHSDRR), an information warehouse maintained by AHS Data & Analytics.DISER makes it easier for AHS analysts to respond to requests for diabetes data in a consistent manner from both external and internal researchers, as well as AHS staff who require diabetes data for chronic disease surveillance and health system evaluation work. DISER reduces, the time, energy, & costs, associated with these data requests and thus improves access to these data.
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www.ahs.ca/diser
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Guiding Documents
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Everything I discuss today can also be found on our 1. Diabetes, Obesity & Nutrition Strategical Clinical Network website including 2. a Description of the project 3. Some guiding documents for prospective users of DISER, including concise flowsheets for both research and quality improvement projects and 4. some of the public reporting that is being powered by DISER. I encourage anyone who is interested in accessing the data facilitated by DISER to visit our page and explore these resources. 

http://www.ahs.ca/diser
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Now that you know what DISER is, I’d like to giving you some ideas of how this resource can be leveraged for Diabetes care and Research.
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To give you some ideas and real life examples of how DISER could be used to further your projects, here are some of the things we are working on.1. Answering Specific Research Questions - We are currently using DISER to investigate specific research questions.  The linkage of an array of health system databases affords many opportunities to explore and improve diabetes care in Alberta.2. Combining Datasets – One example of this would be the joining of DISER data to the Alberta Caring for Diabetes Project.  Taking the Alberta Caring for Diabetes “Self-care” data and adding to it numerous “healthcare” data fields, to increase the breadth of possible analysis.  This combined dataset is available at Alliance for Canadian Health Outcomes Research in Diabetes at the University of Alberta.3. Cohort Generation - Using DISER it has been possible to create a population cohort of all people with diabetes in Alberta using the NDSS definition, or alternative case definitions, and even sample these populations for survey work, or cohort studies.4. Cohort Analysis - With the data that is available, it is also possible for us to investigate and profile those populations.  Such as identifying all people in Alberta who meet a case definition, to determine the necessary size for a representative sample cohort, and conduct population surveillance.5. Report Generation - One significant example of how we have been able to use DISER is to create dashboards and reports.  These operate much like the Diabetes Atlas, but they are digital and can be updated automatically as new data become available.  
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This is an example of a report that is currently hosted on our website: It allows visitors to interact with the figures to see how the prevalence of diabetes has changed in men and women across age cohorts over the last 10 yearsDISER has been proving itself immensely valuable to Albertans. The ability to report rapidly on health system utilization data for persons living with Diabetes has enabled Alberta Health Services to identify emerging issues quickly and plan for population trends, such as changes in routine diabetes screening rates due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Two primary types of DISER users:

Researchers

Quality Improvement Specialists

Applications
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DISER was created with two primary of audiences 1. or end users in mind. I am going to spend the remainder of this presentation discussing how 2. researchers, and 3. quality improvement investigators may navigate access to the data made available by DISER. 
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There are more steps involved with obtaining access for research purposes.Research as defined in the Health Information Act of Alberta 1(1)(v) is “academic, applied or scientific research that necessitates the use of individually identifying health information”. 
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Everything I discuss today can also be found on our website in the form of a DISER access flowchart with a page for research investigators.www.albertahealthservices.ca/assets/about/scn/ahs-scn-don-diser-research-flow.pdf



There are 6 steps:

1. Plan Your Research Project
2. Health Research Ethics Board Approval
3. Acquire AHS Data Disclosure Agreement
4. Contact AHS Data & Analytics (DnA)
5. AHS Analyst(s) Extract Requested Data
6. Conduct Your Research Project
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1. There are six steps to gaining research access to DISER data 
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1. Plan Your Research Project

Data & Research Services: 
Principal Investigators can contact
• Alberta SPOR SUPPORT Unit

• Grant Funding Letters of Support
• Feasibility
• Design
• Execution
• Analysis
• Knowledge Translation
• Etc.

Research Access
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https://absporu.ca/research-services/
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The first 1. step is to plan your research project, it is recommended that any concerns around project feasibility be explored. 2. We recommend Investigators seek Consultation & Research Services expertise from the Alberta SPOR SUPPORT Unit for their project proposal feasibility, and other support services related to their research idea.

https://absporu.ca/research-services/


2. Get Health Research Ethics Board Approval:

Health Research Ethics Board
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1. The second step towards research access is 2. the successful approval from one of 2. Alberta’s Health Research Ethics Boards. Once approval has been granted, the project will be relayed to the Research Administration Office at AHS (research.administration@ahs.ca) to initiate AHS’ administrative approval processes for data access. 
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3. Acquire Data Disclosure Agreement:

 AHS Administrative Approval
• AHS Research Administration

research.administration@ahs.ca

Research Access
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Third, 1. A signed data disclosure agreement will be one of the key requirements of AHS administrative approval2. The Research Administration team at AHS will guide investigators through any of their approval processes relevant to the proposed research project.

mailto:research.administration@ahs.ca
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Health System Access Questionnaire:

https://extranet.ahsnet.ca/teams/AHSRA/PRA_Re
sources/PRA%20Pages/PRA%20Questionnaire.a
spx 

3. Acquire Data Disclosure Agreement:

Process initiated with a request for Data or System Access
• Request is submitted via online form coordinated with the

research ethics approval
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1. AHS’ Data & Systems Approval process is triggered by 2. the researcher submitting their data request to Research Administration’s Health System Access team for review via the 3. Health System Access Questionnaire

https://extranet.ahsnet.ca/teams/AHSRA/PRA_Resources/PRA%20Pages/PRA%20Questionnaire.aspx
https://extranet.ahsnet.ca/teams/AHSRA/PRA_Resources/PRA%20Pages/PRA%20Questionnaire.aspx


How do I submit my request for Data or 
health System Access?

Health System 
Acccess
Questionnaire:

https://extranet.ahsnet.ca/tea
ms/AHSRA/PRA_Resources
/PRA%20Pages/PRA%20Qu
estionnaire.aspx 
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The Health System Access Questionnaire will appear similar to this 1. screenshot and will require you to have your Ethics submission ID as well as other contact and descriptive information ready. 

https://extranet.ahsnet.ca/teams/AHSRA/PRA_Resources/PRA%20Pages/PRA%20Questionnaire.aspx
https://extranet.ahsnet.ca/teams/AHSRA/PRA_Resources/PRA%20Pages/PRA%20Questionnaire.aspx


Submitting my request for data or health 
system access

DISER Data is 
by Extraction

DISER is a set of tables in Alberta Health Services’ 
Data Repository for Reporting (AHSDRR) 

Research Access
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As you completed your Health System Access Questionnaire, 1. it will ask you about the method of data access. For DISER access, this is typically done via extraction 2. 3. Recall that DISER is not a database, but an infrastructure of code and tables within AHS’s data warehouse, known as the Alberta Health Services’ Data Repository for Reporting (AHSDRR).In summary, if you are requesting data from DISER – you will need to specify on the form that you are looking to access data via extraction from tables housed in the DIMR/Analytics AHSDRR
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4. Contact AHS Data & Analytics (DnA)

Submit AHS Request Management Tool Ticket to 
AHS Data & Analytics (Formerly DIMR)

dimr.intake@ahs.ca

Research Access
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Once your Data Disclosure Agreement is completed and you have Administrative Approval the investigator can request a RMT ticket with 1. AHS Data & Analytics, the owners of the repository that houses the DISER tables. 2. If you have a designated analyst, list their name on the RMT form, otherwise, an analyst will be assigned to you. The analyst will help you to identify your data needs and document those needs in a formal Data Disclosure Schedule (DDS).

mailto:dimr.intake@ahs.ca
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5. AHS Analyst(s) Will:

Extract your data

Negotiate data use from the necessary 
repository owners on your behalf

De-identify extracted records

Securely transmit data to you
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5. Conduct Your Research Project 

Research Access
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Finally, you can now carry out your proposed research project
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Access
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The access process can be less complicated for internal Quality Improvement projects. Quality Improvement in the Health Information Act of Alberta 27 (1)(g) is a privilege for data collection and use only within the Custodian’s organization as “examining existing services and patient outcomes to determine how services can be improved for the future”. As a health data custodian, AHS is authorized to use health system data for planning and resource allocation; health system management; public health surveillance; and health policy development. 
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Just another reminder for our quality improvement audience, everything I discuss today can also be found on our website in the form of a DISER access flowchart with a page for quality improvement investigators.www.albertahealthservices.ca/assets/about/scn/ahs-scn-don-diser-quality-flow.pdf
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There are 5 Steps:

1. Plan Your Quality Improvement Project
2. Verify Your Project Purpose
3. Contact Data & Analytics (DnA)
4. AHS Analyst(s) Extract Requested Data
5. Conduct Your Quality Improvement Project
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1. There are five steps to gaining quality improvement access to DISER data…
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1. Plan your Quality Improvement Project

Feasibility assessments:
• Data & Analytics (DnA) Request

Management Tool

Quality Improvement Access
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Similar to research projects, the first step likely includes a feasibility assessment for a planned project. 1.2. The Principal Investigator leading a QI project can choose to open an early RMT ticket with AHS Data & Analytics (formerly DIMR) for assistance with project design & feasibility.
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2. Confirm Project Purpose

A Project Ethics Community Consensus
Initiative
• Minimize and mitigate

ethical risks

https://albertainnovates.ca/programs/arecci/

Quality Improvement Access
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1. Although an ethics approval is often not required for internal quality improvement work, often the lines between a research project and a quality improvement project can be blurry. 2. The Alberta Innovates ARECCI tool can be used to assist with determining if a project is primarily for quality improvement (QI) or research. 3. This tool is recommended to identify and minimize any ethical risks that may occur in carrying out the proposed project.

https://albertainnovates.ca/programs/arecci/
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3. Contact AHS Data & Analytics (DnA)

Submit AHS Request Management Tool Ticket to 
AHS Data & Analytics

http://dimr1.albertahealthservices.ca:8080/ahs/
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1. If they haven’t already done so, a quality improvement investigator can request a RMT ticket with AHS Data & Analytics. 2. If you have a designated analyst, list their name on the RMT form, otherwise, an analyst will be assigned to you. The analyst will help you to identify your data needs and document those needs in a formal Data Disclosure Schedule (DDS).A privacy compliance review will also be performed by the AHS Enterprise Data Warehouse team once the RMT ticket has been submitted for a Quality Improvement project.

http://dimr1.crha-health.ab.ca:8080/ahs/auth/login
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4. AHS Analyst(s) will:

Extract your data

Negotiate data use from the necessary 
repository owners on your behalf

De-identify extracted records

Securely transmit data to you
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Lastly, very similar to the research stream, once you have submitted your RMT request, 1.
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4. Conduct Your Quality Improvement Project
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Finally, you may conduct your proposed quality improvement project
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That brings us to the end of this Accessing DISER Webinar. Before we conclude, we would also like to acknowledge our DISER sponsors:  This initiative has been supported by clinicians and researchers across the province. Our official sponsors are, (in no particular order):1. Alberta Health Services2. Alberta Innovates3. Alberta Health4. ACHORD5. And our industry partner, Novo Nordisk



Questions?

www.ahs.ca/diser
don.scn@ahs.ca
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If you have any additional questions about this topic please visit our website for more information, and feel free to email the DON SCN at don.scn@ahs.ca.Thank you for your attention, and your interest in leveraging these data to improve the lives of Albertans living with Diabetes.

http://www.ahs.ca/diser
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